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Abstract – To implement a lot of technological processes in the manufacturing of aircraft parts
from aluminum alloys, it is necessary to move the tool at a high speed. High requirements for
accuracy and manufacturing quality aircraft parts are provided with application of CNC systems
with adaptive control algorithms, in which due the mutual influence of the process parameters
provided by the parameters of quality and accuracy. Among a number of factors adversely affecting
the quality of high speed machining of aluminum alloys in the paper questions influence Lookahead system distortion predetermined (set up) cutting parameters on the formation conditions of
the sticking material to the tool. The paper deals with high-speed machining without the use of a
cooling lubricant (coolant). The paper provides a qualitative description of the heat generation
variation in the cutting zone. It is concluded that it is necessary to cutting speed variation when
feed variating. An experimental investigation of the cutting parameters for the appearance of the
effect of the processed material sticking on the tool for alloy 1933 has been carried out. Areas of an
unfavorable (negative) combination of parameters leading to the sticking of the material to the tool
have been identified. The method of cutting modes adaptation to contour feed rate variation on
curvilinear areas of a processing trajectory is proposed. The analysis of variation in cutting
parameters with the partial deceleration of the spindle simultaneously with the deceleration of feed
when moving along the path is carried out. The possibility of excluding the sticking of the processed
material to the tool when variation the rotation speed by 20…30% is shown. The proposed method
is implemented in the CNC system and used for manufacturing of “Antonov” company airplane
parts.
Keywords: High-speed Machining, Adaptive Control, CNC System, Look-ahead Algorithm, Feed,
Cutting Process, Sticking.

1. Introduction
Quite a number of technological processes are
implemented at high processing speeds, e.g. highspeed milling [1, 2], laser welding [3], laser cutting
[4, 5], hybrid additive and subtractive machining [6,
7], etc. The conduct of these processes is
characterized
by
complex
multi-parameter
connection between the technological process and
the obtained indicators of quality and accuracy [8].
To ensure these indicators, CNC with adaptive
control algorithms are used.
The aim of the adaptive control system is the
automatic maintenance of any processing
parameters in a predetermined range of deviation in
the conditions of various influencing factors on
process. It is obvious that the greatest influence on
the result provides direct cutting process itself. This
process has been investigated extensively by various
authors [9–12].

One of the unfavorable phenomena during
cutting is sticking material to the tool, which occurs
as a result of an unfavorable combination of process
parameters [13]. The causes of such combinations
may be errors in assignment process parameters and
functioning features of CNC equipment.
Using Look-ahead algorithms provides the
necessary for high-speed machining accuracy [14,
15]. On the other hand, feed reduction in some areas
leads to a considerable reduction in the supply
amount of the tooth, which under specific conditions
leads to disruption of the normal cutting process.
Furthermore, it should also take into account the
dynamics of the electric motor control [16–18] in
order to avoid processing mode deviation.
In this paper we consider the problem to ensure
stable cutting and elimination of surface defects,
resulting in sticking of the material on the tool. The
problem of developing a new method for cutting
speed adaptive control in the mode of contour feed
tracking is considered.
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Figure 1: The mode of constant cutting
speed at turning
For milling equipment, the most often considered
the problem of adapting the feed to maintain a
constant cutting force [22] or the torque of the
spindle [23]. In most CNC systems, in adaptive feed
control mode for internal use, the CNC sets the
spindle speed potentiometer to 100% and no spindle
speed adjustments are allowed. In this mode, the
operator cannot change the spindle speed. The CNC
system takes over the function of the feed
potentiometer variation (Fig. 2). In this mode, the
variation in the speed of movement along the
processing path is determined by the amount of load
on the spindle, which provides an increase in
productivity.
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The contour feed adaptation can be carried out
not only according to the spindle load but also
according to the path shape. In the machining CNC
systems with tool diameter correction, the functions
G64, G65 [24] maintain a constant contour feed at
the point of contact of the tool, provide a constant
feed to the tooth when machining curved concave or
convex sections of the machining path (Fig. 3).
Similar functions are available in various CNC
systems [25].
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Figure 2: Feed adaptation according
to the load on the spindle
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The basic idea of using adaptive control systems
is to provide a response to deviations in processing
parameters in order to correct or completely
eliminate them to ensure the required accuracy and
quality of treatment [19]. Machines adaptive control
systems are realized as PC-based with the developed
programmable possibilities. Enhanced functionality
and adaptive capabilities of the CNC systems are
achieved due to their improvement by increasing the
software that implements the adaptation algorithms
[19]. Adaptation methods and algorithms depend on
the types of technological operations realized on the
equipment.
In CNC systems for turning there are functions to
maintain a constant cutting speed G96, G97 [20, 21].
In the mode of maintaining a constant cutting speed,
the CNC system variation the spindle rotation speed
depending on the positioning of the cutter along the
axis, which possible to process the diametrical size of
the part (Fig. 1). This mode is used to stabilize the
cutting process and obtain the same surface quality
in areas with different diameters.
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Figure 3: Maintaining constant feed per tooth:
FT – feed specified for the tool center; FC – feed
specified for the point of the cutter contact
The Look-ahead CNC subsystem allows a rational
plan for the contour feed variation along the
machining path, however, in real machining, the
diagram of the contour feed variation is usually
different from the previously generated plan. Feed
variation should be performed in the following
situations:
• when the processing operational mode
variation by setting the percentage of feed (% F) and
spindle speed corrector (% S);
• while ensuring the limits of the machine
axial characteristics are not exceeded, for example,
exceeding the maximum permissible axial feed
during the execution of the control program at an
increased percentage of feed;
• with an adaptive response to limit states of
adjacent units, for example, feed reduction when the
spindle load is exceeded.
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In such situations, the contour feed control
system adjusts the existing feed plan variation in
accordance with the factors that arise during the
processing. Which leads to a deviation from the
programmed combination of processing parameters.
The
use
of
S-shaped
algorithms
of
acceleration/deceleration in the Look-ahead system
ensures smooth variation in the contour feed [26–
28], which positively affects the accuracy of
movement along the path, but significantly
complicates
the
provision
of
processing
technological modes. A feed decrease in specific
sections of the path leads to a significant decrease in
the amount of feed per tooth, under specific
conditions it can lead to disruption of the normal
cutting process.
During cutting, thermal phenomena determine
the temperature in the cutting zone, which has a
direct effect on the nature of plastic deformation
during the formation of chips, sticking, chip
shrinkage, and affects the cutting forces and
microstructure of the surface layer (Fig. 4) [29, 30].

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: Cutting process: (a) – normal cutting
process; (b) – cutting with sticking (material
sticking to the tool) [30]
For a particular processed metal and constant
lubrication conditions, the size and shape of the
sticking are determined only by the temperature at
the front face of the tool blade. The cutting speed, the
thickness of the cut layer and the rake angle are
influenced insofar as they affect the cutting
temperature [30].
The heat generated during the cutting process is
transferred to the chips ( QCH ), to the workpiece
( QW ), to the tool ( QT ), and to the environment by
radiation ( Q R ) [31].

Q = QCH + QW + QT + QR .

(1)

With increasing cutting speeds, most of the heat
is removed by the chips [30]. Normal chip formation
is required to remove heat from the cutting zone
during high-speed machining. For this reason, feed
deceleration when machining kinked or curved path
sections due to reduced chip volume can lead to
undesirable temperature rise and sticking.
The amount of heat released during the cutting
process can be estimated by the expression [30]:
Q = pc  Fc Vc ,

(2)

where pc is the specific cutting pressure; Fc is the
cross-sectional area of the cut material layer; Vc is
the cutting speed.
With an increase in Vc , the cutting power
increases and, therefore, the power of the heat
sources. However, this dependence is not directly
proportional, since, with an increase in Vc , the pc ,
Fc components decreases due to a variation in chip
shrinkage. In addition, the part of the heat that
passes into the tool decreases due to a decrease in
the length of the contact area, that is, most of the
heat disappears with the chips, so the growth of Q
from Vc further slows down [30].
Investigation of the aluminum alloys AMg6,
01570C, B1469 cutting showed that expression (2)
corresponds to the experimental data up to cutting
speeds of the order of 700 m/min [32], and by a 10fold variation in the feed per tooth, the heat released
during cutting changes by a factor of 5.
Consequently, a decrease in feed at a constant
cutting speed leads to an increase in chip
temperature.
During the movement of the machining path with
feed deceleration, it is not possible to influence the
values of pc , Fc .
When moving along the trajectory of processing
with a slow feed there is no way to affect the values
pc , Fc . Obviously, in order to influence the heat
generation in the cutting zone (2) in such areas, it is
possible to variation of the cutting speed Vc value.
The effect of the material sticking to the tool is
observed when processing viscous materials in some
cutting conditions (Fig. 4, b). A temperature increase
in the cutting zone creates the conditions for the
appearance of this effect. The sticking is categorically
unacceptable to the machining of aircraft parts.
Traditionally, this problem is solved by changing the
design of the cutting tool or using coolant, but this
paper deals with machining without the use of
coolant. Adaptation of the cutting speed in
accordance with the variation of feedrate is not
considered in the works of other authors and
implementations of CNC systems.
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Figure 5: Investigation of limiting modes: (a) –
machining of the workpiece; (b) – machining path
For each investigated combination of parameters
of cutting speed, width, and depth of cutting, Table 1
was filled in with marks on the presence of material
sticking to the tool. As a result of the investigation, a
stable regularity of the appearance of the
corresponding phenomenon in the middle range of
feeds was revealed. In Fig. 6 shown the state of the
tool after control sample machining with a constant
cutting speed at various feeds. As can be seen from
the given material, in a particular experiment,
sticking is absent at feeds less than 100 mm/min and
feeds of more than 1000 mm/min.
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Table 1. Modes of investigation
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The investigation of the influence of cutting
parameters on the machining of 1933 alloy was
carried out by the method of a control sample test
milling. The investigation was carried out with the
provision of constant processing parameters such as
cutting speed, cutting width, the thickness of the cut
layer, and feed per tooth. Acceleration/ deceleration
to a given technological feed was carried out outside
the processed workpiece (Fig. 5).

the direction of its increase. With a decrease in the
cutting speed below 940 m/min, the effect of
material sticking to the tool was not observed in the
experiments performed.
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where ap is the axial depth of cut, mm; aе is the radial
depth of cut, mm; + is the process with sticking to the
tool; – is a process with no sticking to the tool.
A range of cutting speeds and corresponding
feeds were found, at which the material sticking to
the tool (Fig. 7). For each cutting speed, there is a
range of problematic combinations of cutting
parameters, which leads to the sticking of material to
the tool. As the cutting speed increases, the area of
the problematic combination increases. With a
decrease in the cutting speed in accordance with the
area of the problematic combination of parameters
decreases, while the upper limit moves in the
direction of decreasing feed, and the lower one – in
the direction of its increase. With a decrease in the
cutting speed below 940 m/min, the effect of
material sticking to the tool was not observed in the
experiments performed.
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Figure 6: State of the tool after the control sample
machining
A range of cutting speeds and corresponding
feeds were found, at which the material sticking to
the tool (Fig. 7). For each cutting speed, there is a
range of problematic combinations of cutting
parameters, which leads to the sticking of material to
the tool. As the cutting speed increases, the area of
the problematic combination increases. With a
decrease in the cutting speed in accordance with the
area of the problematic combination of parameters
decreases, while the upper limit moves in the
direction of decreasing feed, and the lower one – in
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Figure 7: Areas of unfavorable combination
of cutting parameters
To determine the average temperature of the
processing
zone,
the
cutting
zone
was
thermographed during test milling. Thermography
results for one of the modes are shown in Fig. 8.
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4. Adaptation of Cutting Modes to
Contour feed Rate Variation on
Curvilinear Areas of a Processing
Trajectory
The operation of the method will be
demonstrated by the example of machining the
structural element of the stringer belt in the area in
wall thickness variation (Fig. 10).

Figure 8: Monitoring the temperature
in the cutting zone
In Fig. 9 shown the graphs of variation in the
observed temperature in the cutting zone. From the
graphs, it is clear that material sticking to the tool
occurs when a specific temperature value is
exceeded and is observed in the cutting zone. The
boundary of the area of the cutting parameters
unfavorable ratio correlates quite well with the limit
of exceeding the limiting temperature.

Figure 9: Variation in observed temperature
in the cutting zone
Thus, the investigations carried out made it
possible to determine for a specific material
(alloy 1933) unfavorable
ratios of cutting
parameters (Fig. 7) at which the workpiece material
sticking to the tool. The analysis of the observed
temperature in the cutting zone confirmed the
generally accepted opinion that it is precisely the
excess of a specific temperature state in the cutting
zone that leads to the sticking of the material to the
tool.
To eliminate this effect, a method for adaptive
control of the cutting speed following a variation in
contour feed is proposed.

Figure 10: The machining path of the stringer section
The trajectory of the tool for the study area
consists of five frames. Two linear frames N1, N5 are
connected by three arcs of circles N2, N3, N4. The
radius of curvature of the arc of the circle in frame
N4 is determined by the magnitude of the radius of
conjugation of the area in wall thickness variation,
and the radius of the auxiliary frames N2, N3 are
selected as possible taking into account the
limitation of displacement space. For the entire
treatment area, the feed rate is 5000 mm/min. At the
end of the frame N5 is a complete stop of the tool.
In Fig. 11, shown the schedule of giving contour
F(t) variation fixed in CNC system is resulted [33] in
the process of executing the control program on the
upgraded machine FP7SMN2. The contour feed
scheduling subsystem performed the formation of
the contour feed variation plan, according to which
the processing of frames N2, N3, N4, N5 is performed
on the feed, which is less than specified in the
control program.

Figure 11: Feed variation along the processing path
The reduction of the feed in the frames N2, N4 is
performed due to the limitation of the allowable jerk.
In frame N3, the main limitation was the allowable
acceleration, and in frame N5, the contour feed is
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limited under the condition of braking to a complete
stop at the end of the frame.
The most important parameters of the machining
mode, in addition to the cutting width (ap) and the
thickness of the cut layer (ae), are the cutting speed
(VC) and feed. When programming the milling in the
CNC program, the minute feed (F) and the spindle
speed (S) are set, but the characteristics of the
cutting process are primarily determined by the feed
rate (fZ)
F
.
(3)
fz =
Z S
The cutting speed is determined by the tool
diameter (D) and the spindle speed (S)
 D  S
.
(4)
VC =
1000
The high-speed machining process is best
implemented while maintaining the constancy of the
cutting parameters (ap, ae, VC, fZ) on all sections of
the trajectory. However, the use of Look-ahead
algorithms leads to a violation of the specified
technological modes in order to ensure the accuracy
of the trajectory. In Fig. 12, b shown the variation of
feed to the tooth along the processing trajectory. On
the considered section of the trajectory at a constant
cutting speed, the feed to the tooth changes by an
order of magnitude.
According to expression (1) and the data given in
[30] at 10-fold variation of giving on a tooth and
accordingly weight of chip there is a 5-fold variation
of heat release in the course of cutting. Such a
variation in the ratio of the cutting parameters leads
to an increase in the temperature of the chips and
can lead to a violation of the normal cutting process,
for example, to the sticking of the workpiece
material to the tool. To eliminate the probability of
such a phenomenon, it is necessary to reduce the
range of variation in the feed to the tooth due to the
slowing of the feed on curved sections of the
trajectory, but this is not always possible due to
limited characteristics of servo drives. The cutting
speed at a fixed machining trajectory is the only
parameter in expression (1), the effect of which can
provide a reduction in the amount of heat released
during cutting in areas of deceleration of the contour
feed.
Reducing the temperature of the cutting process
due to deceleration of the tool movement along the
machining path can be achieved by partially
reducing the spindle speed according to the
expression:

K 
F 
Sadapt = S  1 −
 1 −
(5)

 100  Fset  
where Sadapt is the spindle speed in the adaptive
contour feed tracking mode; S is spindle speed set in
the CNC program; K is the coefficient of allowable
reduction of spindle speed at complete stop of the
working bodies; F is current feed on the trajectory of
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processing; Fset is the feed specified in the CNC
program.

Figure 12: Variation of machining parameters:
(a) – variation of spindle speed along a trajectory;
(b) – variation of feed to the tooth along the trajectory
To coordinate the modes of operation of the
spindle in the two-level CNC system [33] developed
functions G786, G787, which ensure the
maintenance of the allowable feed to the tooth while
deceleration the contour feed.
For example, function G786 K30 activates the
spindle speed adaptation mode with a spindle
deceleration of up to 30% while reducing the
contour feed to a complete stop. Function G787
cancels the cutting speed adaptation mode. The
parameter K is set as a percentage.
The proposed method of the spindle rotation
speed adapting according to variation the contour
feed takes into account the ratio of the dynamic
characteristics of the spindle and auxiliary axes and
ensures the normal operation of the cutting tool
even with a complete stop of the auxiliary axes.
In Fig. 12 comparative diagrams of machining
parameters variation on the considered area of a
trajectory (Fig. 10) in a processing mode with a
constant speed of cutting (Sconst) and a mode of
adaptation of cutting speed (Scorr) are present. When
the feed is decelerated to 10 times in frames N2, N4
(Fig. 12, a), the spindle speed is reduced by 30%
from 16,000 rpm to 11,000 rpm. This variation in the
spindle rotation speed leads to a slight variation in
the feed to the tooth along the trajectory (Fig. 12, b)
and a significant variation in the characteristics of
the cutting process in the space of technological
parameters (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 combines a diagram of an unfavorable
combination of cutting parameters and a diagram of
changes
in
process
parameters
in
the
implementation of the proposed method of adapting
the cutting speed.
It should be noted that the proposed method
does not take into account the influence of vibrations
arising from the machining of non-rigid (thinwalled) parts [34–36] and requires further
development.
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In this example, to obtain a satisfactory result of
machining a part from alloy 1933, it is sufficient to
apply the spindle speed reduction factor K = 20 %.

Figure 13: "Deviation" from the area of unfavorable
combination of cutting parameters with
adaptive control of the cutting speed
by variation the contour feed
While in the manufacture of a similar part of the
alloy B95 will require a reduction in speed up to
50%. The proposed method is used in the
modernization of long machine tools and is used in
the manufacture of aircraft parts of the “Antonov”
company airplanes.

Figure 14: Manufacturing of a spar belt
of the “Antonov” company airplanes

5. Conclusions
Experimental investigations of the high-speed
machining of aluminum alloys limiting modes have
shown that to ensure a stable cutting process
without sticking the processed material to the tool, it
is sufficient to carry out a slight decrease in the
cutting speed with a significant (by an order of
magnitude) decrease in the contour feed. This fact
suggests that the dynamic characteristics of the
auxiliary spindle axes and will be sufficient to
provide coherent variation of contouring feed and
speed.
To exclude sticking of the processed material to
the tool with a significant feed deceleration in the
curved areas of the processing path, it is sufficient to
reduce the cutting speed by 20…30%, which
provides a developed method for adapting the
cutting speed by the feed variation.
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